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1. Introduction

2. Charged Particle Multiplicity
Inclusive charged-particle measurements in pp collisions provide insight into the strong interaction in the low energy, non-perturbative QCD region. Charged particles constitute the main
source of background when more than one interaction per bunch crossing occurs. Perturbative QCD
cannot be used for peripheral interactions: the Non Diffractive (ND) interactions are described by
QCD-inspired phenomenological models, while the Single Diffractive (SD) or Double Diffractive
(DD) interactions are hardly described and little data are available. Thus, when analysing charged
particle distributions the goal is to remove detector effects via an unfolding procedure and measure
the spectra of primary charged particles. The ATLAS Experiment has measured unfolded charged
particle distributions at 13 TeV in three different phase space regions [6, 7]:
• track pT < 500 MeV, |η| < 2.5 [6];
• track pT < 500 MeV, |η| < 0.8 [6];
• track pT < 100 MeV, |η| < 2.5 [7].
Figure 1 shows the average primary charged-particle multiplicity in pp interactions per unit
√
of pseudorapidity η for |η| < 0.2 as a function of the centre-of-mass energy s. The predictions
from EPOS [8] and Pythia 8 with the MONASH tune [9] match the data well. For Pythia 8 with
the A2 tune [10], the match is not as good as was observed when measuring particles with pT <
500 MeV [6].
1
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Hard Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) events constitute only a tiny fraction of the total
proton-proton (pp) cross-section, which is dominated by soft events (peripheral processes): while
hard QCD processes can be studied by means of perturbative approaches, this is not possible for
the soft QCD events. The development of Monte Carlo (MC) event generators began shortly after
the discovery of the partonic structure of hadrons and the formalisation of QCD as the theory
of strong interactions: models have to be developed with a set of tunable parameters to describe
the hadron-level properties of final states dominated by soft QCD. Thus, soft QCD measurements
are crucial for the tuning of the MC event generator and essential to understand and correctly
simulate other more complex phenomena. In addition, most of the soft QCD analyses are trackbased measurements, which makes them ideal to study tracking performance in the early stages of
a new data-taking period. In Section 2 a recap of charged particle measurements by ATLAS [1] and
CMS [2] will be given. In Section 3 the first LHC results on Single Diffractive cross section from
both ATLAS plus ALFA [3] and CMS plus TOTEM [4] with an 8 TeV data set will be reported.
Section 4 revolves around Underlying Event measurements studied in events with tracks, events
with Z bosons or events with top pairs as a leading object, measured by both ATLAS and CMS.
Studies of the Underlying Event at forward pseudorapidities with CMS plus CASTOR [5] will also
be mentioned. Finally, in Section 5 Double Parton Scattering analyses in the four lepton final state
by ATLAS and in same-charge WW events in CMS will be described.
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Figure 1: The average primary charged-particle multiplicity in pp interactions per unit of pseudorapidity
√
η for |η| < 0.2 as a function of the centre-of-mass energy s. The data are shown as black triangles with
vertical errors bars representing the total uncertainty. They are compared to various MC predictions which
are shown as coloured lines. Ref. [7].

The CMS experiment has measured charged particle multiplicity in heavy ion collisions too,
for instance in 5.44 TeV Xe-Xe collisions [11], as shown in Figure 2 for various intervals of centrality, which is related to the impact parameter of the collision and represents a percentile of the
total nuclear interaction cross section, e.g. the most central collisions are denoted by the lowest
percentiles.
EPOS LHC [8] gives the best predictions of charged particle multiplicities both in proton and
heavy ion collisions.
Some large discrepancies between data and MC predictions remain, in particular in the low
charged particle multiplicity regime, as shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). This region is dominated
by diffractive events, as can be seen in Figure 3(c), thus measurements of the diffractive cross
section in pp collisions are fundamental to tune the MC event generators in this regime.

3. Single Diffractive Cross-Section
Single diffractive dissociation constitutes 10% of the total pp cross-section: it takes place via
the exchange of a net colour-singlet strongly interacting object, a Pomeron. The applicability of a
universal Pomeron across total, elastic and diffractive processes has a long history of investigation.
Diffraction is also an important ingredient in understanding the low Bjorken-x region of proton
structure and cosmic ray air showers, and it may even be related to the string theory of gravity [12].
Experimentally, diffractive events can be selected mainly in two ways:
• by exploiting "large rapidity gaps" - with this approach it is not possible to isolate SD from
DD and ND and to access the squared 4-momentum transfer t and the energy loss ξ of the
proton;
2
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τ > 30 ps (extrapolated)

1
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• by detecting the scattered proton - with this approach, a direct access to t is possible and the
other diffractive contributions are suppressed.
Both ATLAS and CMS have measured diffractive cross-sections through large rapidity gaps
in the past [13, 14] and have recently released the first SD differential cross-section measurements
through direct detection of the intact proton in the forward detectors ALFA [3] and TOTEM [4].
These measurements have been carried out with an 8 TeV dedicated dataset collected in July 2012
with special LHC beam configurations leading to a number of contemporary interactions per crossing µ < 0.08 and β ∗ = 90 m.
Figure 4 shows the hadron level cross-section measured by ATLAS and ALFA as a function of
the rapidity gaps ∆η. For gap sizes between about 1.5 and 3.5, the differential cross section exhibits
the plateau that is characteristic of rapidity gap distributions in soft diffractive processes. There are
deviations from this behaviour at smaller and larger gap sizes due to the definition of the observable
3
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Figure 2: Averaged and symmetrised charged-particle multiplicity per unit of pseudorapidity dNch /dη in
√
XeXe collisions at sNN 5.44 TeV (grey squares), for events in the 0–80% centrality interval (upper), as
well as the 0–5% (red squares) and 50–55% (blue circles) centrality intervals (lower). Predictions from
various event generators are also shown for comparison. The ratios of the dNch /dη distributions for events
in the 0–5% to those in the 50–55% centrality interval, normalised to unity at midrapidity, are shown in the
bottom panel. The bands around the data points denote the total systematic uncertainties, while the statistical
uncertainties are negligible. Ref. [11].
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Figure 3: Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show, respectively, the number of charged particles Nch and the mean
transverse momentum hpT i versus the number of charged particles Nch in the low multiplicity region. Figure
3(c) shows the comparison of the uncorrected data and Pythia 8 A2 simulation for the number of selected
reconstructed tracks per event. The same selection is applied to data and MC. All the distributions represent
events with at least two primary charged particles with pT >100MeV and |η|<2.5. Ref. [7].

in terms of a restricted rapidity region corresponding to the Inner Detector acceptance, and to the
fiducial range restriction, respectively. The data are compared with the SD process simulations in
the A2 [10] and A3 [15] tunes of Pythia 8, which exceed the measurement by factors of 2.3 and 1.5,
respectively. Both of these tunes are based on an integrated SD cross section, defined according
to the Pythia 8 model, of 12.5 mb. The difference between their predictions for the fiducial region
of the measurement arises from the different Pomeron intercepts α(0) in their flux factors. Both
models give a reasonable description of the shape of the ∆η distribution, the A2 tune being slightly
better than A3. The excess of the Pythia 8 prediction over data is compatible with previous ATLAS
observations from rapidity gap spectra assuming the DD contribution to the Pythia 8 model of the
previous measurement is correct. The Herwig 7 [16, 17] prediction is also broadly in line with
the shape of the ∆η distribution, but exhibits an even larger excess in normalisation. This may be
partly due to the operational definition of the SD process that is adopted in the default SD model
normalisation, which is derived from a rapidity gap measurement that also contains a DD admixture
[18].
In both ATLAS and CMS analyses, the differential diffractive cross section is also presented
as a function of the squared four-momentum transfer t in the pp collision, as shown in 5(a) and
5(b) respectively. The CMS measurement exhibits slightly larger uncertainties, but it covers a larger
range in |t|. The current data do not show yet conclusive evidence for a flattening of the distribution
in larger |t| region as it was observed by CDF [19]. A more extensive discussion can be found in
[4] and references therein.

4. Underlying Event
The Underlying Event (UE) can be defined as the activity accompanying any hard scattering
4
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Figure 4: Measured hadron level differential cross section as a function of ∆η, comparing with MC predictions. The error bars display the combination of statistical and systematic uncertainties in quadrature. Ref.
[3].
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Figure 5: The differential cross section as a function of |t| for 5(a) ATLAS and 5(b) CMS respectively. Ref.
[3, 4].

in a collision event and it can arise from:
• Partons not participating in a hard-scattering process (beam remnants);
• Multiple parton interactions (MPI);
• Initial and final state gluon radiation (ISR, FSR).
Measurements of the UE associated with different hard processes (leading track, jet, Z boson,
top pair) are useful to test the level of universality of the underlying MPI dynamics. Events with
a harder scale are expected to correspond, on average, to proton-proton interactions with a smaller
impact parameter and therefore with more MPI. Such increased UE activity is observed to plateau
at high energy scales, which indicates that the smallest impact parameters have been reached and
hence maximum matter overlap in the pp collision. Observables can be defined which are sensitive
5
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to the UE. For instance the average number of charged particles per event measured as a function
of the angle in the transverse plane of the colliding beams with respect to an object with high
transverse momentum ("leading object"), as schematically shown in Figure 6.
leading charged particle

−∆φ

∆φ

transverse (min)
60◦ < |∆φ| < 120◦

transverse (max)
60◦ < |∆φ| < 120◦

away
|∆φ| > 120◦

Figure 6: Definition of regions in the azimuthal angle with respect to the leading (highest-pT ) charged particle, with arrows representing particles associated with the hard scattering process and the leading charged
particle highlighted in red. Conceptually, the presence of a hard-scatter particle on the right-hand side of the
transverse region, increasing its ∑ pT , typically leads to that side being identified as the trans-max and hence
the left-hand side as the trans-min, with maximum sensitivity to the UE. Ref. [20].

The ATLAS Collaboration has performed a track based underlying event analysis in 13 TeV
data [20], which follows closely the charged particle selection used in [6] mentioned in Section 2.
Figure 7 shows the mean density of charged-particle multiplicity Nch as a function of the
azimuthal angle ∆φ (with respect to the leading charged particle). Two event selections are shown:
the plead
> 1 GeV cut common to all observables, and a harder plead
> 10 GeV requirement. The
T
T
difference between these two selections illustrates the transition from relatively isotropic minimumbias scattering to the emergence of hard partonic scattering structure and hence a dominant axis of
energy flow. This event structure with least activity perpendicular to the leading-object axis, i.e.
away from ∆φ = 0 or 180◦ , is seen for both selections and both observables but is much stronger
for the event subset with the higher plead
> 10 GeV requirement: this demonstrates the evolution
T
of event shape as a hard scattering component develops. There is no clear “best” MC model for
these observables. Consistent with the observations of Section 2, EPOS performs best in the more
inclusive plead
T > 1 GeV selection.
In addition, both ATLAS and CMS have measured observables sensitive to the Underlying
Event in Z → µ µ events [21, 22].
√
Figure 8 shows the distributions of Nch measured at s = 13 TeV compared with the results
of previous ATLAS and CDF measurements [21]. The relative uncertainties of the two ATLAS
measurements are of similar sizes, while the CDF measurements have large statistical fluctuations.
6
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Figure 7: Distribution of mean density of charged-particle multiplicity Nch as a function of ∆φ (with respect
to the leading charged particle) for plead
> 1 GeV and plead
> 10 GeV separately, with comparisons to MC
T
T
generator models. The error bars on data points represent statistical uncertainty and the blue band the total
combined statistical and systematic uncertainty. Ref. [20].

All three measurements reveal the turn-on effect of the UE activity in the fiducial region. With
higher centre-of-mass energies, more energy is available for the processes forming the UE e.g.
√
MPI. Hence, the rise of the UE activity as a function of s is expected.
√
Figure 9 shows the UE activity, with a pµ µ < 5 GeV requirement, as a function of s for data
compared to model predictions. There is a significant increase, by a factor 2–2.5, as the collision
energy rises from 1.96 to 13 TeV, which is qualitatively reproduced by Powheg [23]. The energy
evolution is better described by Powheg with Pythia 8, whereas hadronization with Herwig++
overestimates the UE activity at all collision energies. The comparison of the distributions with
and without MPI indicates that the ISR and FSR contributions, which increase slowly with centerof-mass energy, are small. The CUETP8M1 [24] tune of Pythia 8 and the EU-EE-5C tune of
Herwig++ [25] employed here are mostly obtained from fits to minimum-bias measurements and
UE measurements with leading jets or leading tracks. The fact that these tunes reproduce globally
well the present data supports the hypothesis that the UE activity is independent of the hard process.
The present study also confirms that the collision energy dependence of the UE activity is similar
for different hard processes.
Unlike UE studies with a leading track/jet, these measurements provide new handles to better
understand the evolution of ISR, FSR, and MPI contributions separately, as functions of the event
energy scale and the collision energy.
The CMS Collaboration has also characterized the Underlying Event in top-quark pairs [26].
The study of the UE in top pair events provides a direct test of its universality at higher energy
scales than those probed in minimum bias or Drell-Yan events. This is relevant as a direct probe of
color reconnection (CR), which is needed to confine the initial QCD color charge of the top quark
7
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Figure 8: The distributions of Nch measured at s = 13 TeV compared with the results of the previous
ATLAS and CDF measurements. The error bars correspond to the full uncertainties of the corresponding
measurement. Ref. [21].
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Figure 9: Average particle density for Z events as a function of the center-of-mass energy, measured in
the combined towards plus transverse regions, compared to MC predictions. The error bars represent the
statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Ref. [22].

into color-neutral states. The CR mainly occurs between one of the products of the fragmentation
of the b quark from the top quark decay and the proton remnants. This is expected to induce an
ambiguity in the origin of some of the final states present in a bottom quark jet. The impact of these
ambiguities in the measurement of top quark properties is evaluated through phenomenological
models that need to be tuned to the data. Recent examples of the impact that different model
parameters have on the top mass can be found in Refs. [27, 28].
For instance, Figure 10 represents the average sphericity S, which measures the p2T with respect
to the axis of the event. An isotropic (dijet) event is expected to have S = 1(0). The average
sphericity increases significantly when no extra jets are present in the event showing that the UE
8
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〈S〉

is slightly more isotropic in these events. The MPI contribution is crucial: most of the pulls are
observed to be very large when MPI is switched off in the simulation. Color reconnection effects
are, on the other hand, more subtle and are more relevant when no additional jet is present in the
event. This is illustrated by the fact that the pulls of the setup without CR are larger for events
belonging to these categories.
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Figure 10: Average sphericity in different categories. The mean observed in data (boxes) is compared to
the predictions from different models (markers), which are superimposed in the upper figure. The total
(statistical) uncertainty of the data is represented by a shaded (hatched) area and the statistical uncertainty
of the models is represented with error bars. In the specific case of the POWHEG+Pythia 8 model the error
bars represent the total uncertainty. The lower figure displays the pull between different models and the data,
with the different panels corresponding to different sets of models. The bands represent the interval where
|pull|<1. The error bar for the POWHEG+Pythia 8 model represents the range of variation of the pull for the
different configurations described in the text. Ref. [26].

Furthermore, the energy carried by particles produced in the very forward region covered by
the CASTOR calorimeter [5] of the CMS experiment is a powerful probe of the activity of the
Underlying Event. The measurements presented in Ref. [29] provide the first correlation of hadron
activity at very forward and central rapidities performed at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV
providing a new approach to the study of hadron production at the LHC. Such measurements,
spanning huge rapidity intervals, provide additional information on the underlying event compared
to measurements using only information from the central region. The data suggest a nontrivial
correspondence between the activity in the very forward and the central regions. The very forward
9
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Figure 11: Average total energy reconstructed in the CASTOR calorimeter normalised to that in the first bin
(Nch < 10) as a function of the number of reconstructed tracks for ∆η < 2. In all figures, the data are shown
as black circles and the corresponding systematic uncertainties with a gray band; horizontal bars are used to
indicate the bin width. The predictions of various event generators are compared to the data, which are the
same in both panels. The bands associated with the model predictions illustrate the model uncertainty. Ref.
[29].

5. Double Parton Scattering
One source of the underlying-event activity is MPI. In high-energy pp interactions, where the
density of low-x partons is high, there is enough energy to produce hard multi-parton interactions.
The simplest example is hard double-parton scattering (DPS): two partons from each proton interact
with each other leading to perturbative final states. The interest in studying DPS is twofold:
10
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region covered by the data contains the highest energy densities studied in proton-proton collisions
at the LHC. The present results can therefore be also used to improve the predictions of event
generators used in studies of cosmic rays that induce extensive air showers at ultra-high energies
[30].
The results in Ref. [29] show that the average total energy in CASTOR increases with the track
multiplicity. This feature is consistent with the general behaviour of the underlying event measured
at central rapidities as discussed above and is reproduced by all models considered. The systematic
uncertainty of the data, though, is dominated by the energy scale uncertainty contribution, which is
fully correlated between the multiplicity bins. Therefore, the distributions can be normalised to the
first bin, so that, when comparing their shapes, the systematic uncertainty is significantly smaller.
Figure 11 shows that the relative increase is steep at low multiplicities and becomes softer at higher
multiplicities. All Pythia 8 tunes have very similar shapes, inconsistent with that observed in the
data. All the other generators see a saturation at about Nch > 80, not visible in data. The worst
predictions are given by EPOS LHC, which instead showed good prediction of the energy flow
in the calorimeter in minimum bias-like events in previous ATLAS measurements [31]. The data
therefore provide relevant information for future generator improvements and tunes.
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• the probability of it and the potential correlations between the products of these two perturbative interactions provide valuable information about the dynamics of the partonic structure
of the proton;
• DPS processes may also constitute a background to reactions proceeding through singleparton scattering (SPS).

6. Conclusions
The LHC and its experiments allow for extensive tests of soft QCD. The predictions from
MC event generators have very much improved since Run 1, but there are still visible discrepancies when compared to data collected by ATLAS and CMS, in particular for the underlying event
at larger momentum transfer. A good modelling of soft QCD is crucial for many more complex
analyses, e.g. precision measurements of the top quark mass [34]. While the existing soft measurements already challenge the models, there are plenty of possibilities to guide theory with new
measurements.
11
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Both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations have released DPS measurements. ATLAS has investigated DPS in four-lepton final states [32], which constitute the decay products of two Z bosons
produced in two distinct parton–parton scatterings within the same pp interaction. Since double
Drell–Yan production is driven by quark–antiquark annihilation, while most of the previously explored DPS processes are driven by gluon–gluon scattering, and the final state of four charged
leptons constitutes the golden channel for the studies of Higgs boson properties, H → ZZ → 4l, a
study of a possible DPS contribution to the production of four isolated charged leptons at 8 TeV is
warranted. No signal of double-parton scattering was observed and an upper limit on the fraction
of the DPS contribution to the inclusive four-lepton final state of 0.042 was obtained at 95% CL.
This translates into a lower limit of 1.0 mb on the effective cross section.
One of the most promising processes to study DPS is the case in which both hard scatterings
lead to the production of a W boson, and in particular the final state with two same-charge W
bosons.
WW production from a single hard scatter (SHS) includes two additional partons carrying
high transverse momenta and is thus suppressed at the matrix-element level. The absence of jets in
the same-charge W boson pair production via DPS at LO in perturbation theory provides an extra
handle to reduce contributions from the SHS backgrounds by introducing an upper requirement
on the number of jets. Moreover, if both W bosons decay leptonically, this process exhibits a
clean final state in the detector, and the excellent reconstruction and resolution of leptons in the
CMS detector allow for an accurate study of its properties. To date, this process has not yet been
observed experimentally. An eventual observation of this process would permit to study the validity
of the factorization approach, which is prevalent in current MC event generators. The DPS WW
process constitutes also a background in searches for new physics at the LHC and the determination
of its production cross section would improve the reach of such searches.
The CMS collaboration has recently found [33] in 13 TeV pp data the first evidence for WW
production via DPS, with a significance of 3.9 standard deviations. The measured inclusive cross
section, shown in Figure 12 is 1.41 ± 0.28 (stat) ± 0.28 (syst) pb.
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77.4 fb−1 (13 TeV)

CMS
Observed

Predictions:

stat

PYTHIA8 (CP5)

syst

Factorization approach

total

stat

syst

µ−µ− + e−µ−

1.96 ± 0.74 (± 0.54 , ± 0.51) pb

µ+µ+ + e+µ+

1.36 ± 0.46 (± 0.33 , ± 0.32) pb

µ±µ± + e±µ±

1.41 ± 0.40 (± 0.28 , ± 0.28) pb
1

2

3

4

5

6

Inclusive σDPS WW (pb)

Figure 12: Observed cross section values for inclusive DPS WW production from the two lepton charge
configurations and their combination. These values are obtained from the extrapolation of the observed DPS
WW cross section to the inclusive WW case. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown using
shaded bands. The predictions from Pythia and from the factorization approach are represented with the red
dotted and green dashed lines, respectively. Ref. [33].
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